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Boosting the Boosters

On Black Friday, alarmist media commentaries on rising COVID “cases” converged with dire
reports of falling prices on the New York Stock Exchange. The plunge was attributed to
claims that a new COVID “variant” was emerging in Southern Africa. Building on this news,
the televised talking heads covering stock markets were suddenly pressed into duty as
number-rattling promoters of the latest stage in the ongoing COVID Reset. The large amount
of ink and airtime devoted to explanations of the investment implications of the new African
variant add more evidence to the contention that the COVID Reset is mostly about banking,
finance and debt manipulation rather than health care.

Crucial to the success of the emerging scheme to keep the COVID Reset in overdrive is the
growing boosterism to promote booster injections. Boost the boosters seems to be the new
advertising mantra of the vaccine obsessives.

Injection manufacturers are already lining up sequences of booster shots being designed to
meet misguided expectations that yet more rounds of injection will protect humans from the
incursions of one variant after the next of COVID-19. It seems so-called COVID variants are
now  being  presented  to  the  public  by  Covid  Officialdom  as  receptacles  for  bundles  of
mutations.

Coronaviruses have long been deemed valuable for medical and military research because
they evolve quickly through inevitable and rapid mutations. Patent lawyer David E. Martin
has highlighted the commercial value of this fast-evolving category of viruses by pointing to
at least 4000 patents claiming monopoly rights to corona-related products and procedures.

For at least two decades, bioweapons and vaccine manufacturers have built up a thriving
coronavirus industry which is now becoming a core feature of the ascendant pharmaceutical
industry. As carefully detailed and documented in Robert F. Kennedy’s new blockbuster, The
Real Anthony: Bill Gates, Big Pharma, and the Global War on Democracy and Public Health,
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the pharmaceutical industry also has close ties to the intelligence agencies and to Pentagon
programs for “biodefense.”

A fresh surge of fear mongering is being launched by the vast media apparatus channelling
the  pronouncements  of  Covid  Officialdom.  The  new  twist  in  the  old  false  narrative  comes
once again from the operatives of the World Economic Forum who mostly take their orders
from the Wall Street and Geneva Lords overseeing the manufactured COVID crisis.

Geneva is the global headquarters of the WHO, the International Committee of the Red
Cross, and of Bill Gates’ Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization, GAVI. According to
British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, “GAVI is the new NATO.” Like NATO, GAVI sometimes
governs  governments.  GAVI’s  founder  and  primary  moving  force  has  been  granted
diplomatic immunity by the Swiss government. Indeed, it seems that Gates and his close
partner, Anthony Fauci, also have immunity from the criminal laws of the United States. See
this.

Wall Street’s home stock exchange is being manipulated to keep the viral hysteria alive.
One  spinoff  is  to  transform  the  latest  iteration  of  the  celebrity  virus  into  a  speculative
platform for small  investors.  When COVID patients die,  some stock speculators will  benefit
while others will lose in the zone where short and long bets compete for traction. The one
constant in this gambling process is that those running the rigged stock market casinos
always come out ahead.

On November 26, “Black Friday,” the Dow Jones average lost almost 1000 points. The public
was told a tall tale that this dramatic drop came about because a new and particularly
“concerning” variant of the celebrity virus was poised to renew the spread of infection
throughout the world.

The  stock  market  plunge  was  timed  to  coincide  with  a  day  known  for  conspicuous
consumption on steroids. Market Watch hinted at the manipulation when it reported  “Black
Friday is Fertile Grounds for Scams.” Indeed, the sudden materialization of a new variant on
Black Friday could well be part of a scam timed to coincide strategically with the run up to
Christmas, 2021. Many large and small businesses depend on robust Christmas sales to
survive economically. Apparently the economic survival of small business is no longer seen
as beneficial in some elite circles. See this.

Hours before Wall Street introduced the newest COVID hysteria on the New York Stock
Exchange, the World Health Organization highlighted the new variant by giving it a simple
name.  That  name  is  Omicron,  a  word  that  identifies  the  fifteenth  letter  in  the  Greek
alphabet. Caught up in the initial burst of Omicron hysteria, the Prime Minister of Belgium
proposed that the change in nomenclature should extend to christening the new variant as
COVID-21. See this.

Up  until  the  eve  of  Black  Friday,  the  new variant  was  named B.1.1.529.  The  former
B.1.1.529 is said to emanate from the southern portion of the African continent. Generally
speaking, Africa south of the Sahara is not a region where large sectors of the population
have been snared into the frenzy of the media-generated COVID panic. Nor have most
people been lured into the false apprehension that COVID injections represent some sort of
“safe and effective” health panacea. See this.

It is being reported by the media minions of Planet COVID that the Omicron variant has its
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origins in the region of Botswana and Johannesburg. On Black Friday there were many
reports that the supposed COVID variant is spreading from throughout South Africa and to
neighbouring countries. The initial rationale for pushing the panic button on Black Friday
was that single cases said to be infected with the B.1.1.529 variant were identified in each
of Hong Kong, Belgium and Tel Aviv.

What is never discussed in mainstream media is how the different variants are identified in
a system of COVID “testing” that has yet to earn any points for honesty and reliability, let
alone  for  scientific  rigor.  There  is  nothing  in  the  current  round  of  reports  to  suggest  that
anything has changed. The makers of the Omicron scare seem not to have transcended the
appalling record of Covid Officialdom. The resort of the Team Covid to fraud and fakery has
from its inception been an essential strategy in manufacturing the crisis in public health.

Once again extravagant conclusions are announced without the provision of any supporting
proofs. Once again the COVID media minions are pointing their cameras at TV doctors
whose ignorance and/or dishonesty is invariably well rewarded. For almost two years these
TV  doctors  and  the  government  health  officials  beside  them have  been  integral  agents  in
driving the hideous unfolding scandal.  This scandal  purposefully involves deceiving the
public in many ways to persuade or bully them into taking COVID jabs. The evidence is now
incontrovertible that the clot shots are having lethal or horribly injurious effects on millions
of jab recipients.

The supposed discovery of individual cases of Omicron in Europe, the Orient and the Middle
East  was  deemed  to  be  sufficiently  grave  to  shut  down  a  number  of  international  air
connections. The news of many grounded flights led to a particularly precipitous fall in the
stock prices of already bankrupted airlines. Are plans underway to crash the airline industry
even deeper into debt so that the remnants can be picked up by members of the multi-
billionaires club for a few cents on the dollar?

Against the advice of the WHO, the governments of UK, Canada, France, and Israel shut
down flights to and from a long and growing list of counties mostly in the southern region of
the African continent. Switzerland widened the net, imposing new quarantine requirements
for air travellers coming in from Britain, the Czech Republic, Egypt, the Netherlands, and
Malawi.

Omicron is said to emanate from South Africa and also from Botswana, Namibia, Lesotho,
Eswatini,  Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi,  Angola and Mozambique. Hence the plandemic is
being reconfigured yet again to present Africa south of the Sahara as a major new source of
novel infection. Are the plandemic’s planners and operatives playing the race card yet
again,  this  time on a  global  scale?  In  announcing  the  transformed situation,  the  BBC
pronounced  from  the  lead  bully  pulpit  of  Covid  Officialdom,  “World  Races  to  Contain
Omicron.”  See  this.

Reporting on a Possible New Plague Emanating from Africa

On November 25 in the British journal Nature, Ewen Callaway introduced B.1.1.529 and the
investigation of it in South Africa. He wrote,

“Researchers in South Africa are racing to track the concerning rise of a new variant of
the  SARS-CoV-2  coronavirus  that  causes  COVID-19.  The  variant  harbours  a  large
number of the mutations found in other variants, including Delta, and it seems to be
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spreading quickly across South Africa.

A top priority is to follow the variant more closely as it spreads: it was first identified in
Botswana earlier this month and has since turned up in a traveller arriving in Hong Kong
from South Africa. Scientists are also trying to understand the variant’s properties, such
as whether it can evade immune responses triggered by vaccines and whether it causes
more or less severe disease than other variants do.”

Many of the early reports in mainstream media emphasized the concentration of mutations
in  the  notorious  spike  proteins  of  the  Omicron  variant.  The  effort  to  alter  and  manipulate
spike proteins is  a major facet of  the coronavirus industry including in its  bioweapons
branch. For instance at the end of January 2020 the University of New Delhi’s Kusuma
School  of  Biological  Sciences  identified  a  genetically  engineered  spike  protein  with  HIV-
related inserts in what was then described in the scientific literature as 2019nCOV. See this.

The Kusma School’s report was widely condemned at the time. This important pioneering
study was dismissed because it was declared to be out of step with the now-discredited
theory that the celebrity virus had its origins in a chance transfer of the viral pathogen from
an animal to humans in a Wuhan wet market. See this.

In  2021 much of  the  controversy  swirling  around the  inadequately  tested  COVID jabs
highlights the genetic inducements to produce proliferations of pathogenic spike proteins
throughout the vascular systems of injection recipients. This pathogenic feature of the clot
shots is causing some to see them as bioweapons instigating, for starters, heart attacks,
strokes, myocarditis, infertility and hemorrhaging.

Most  of  the reports  of  Omicron emphasize  that  the South African variant  hosts  many
mutations, most of them concentrated in spike proteins. Accordingly, NBC News may be
laying the groundwork for many new panic-inducing stories to come when it cites the words
of, for instance, Pasi Penttinen. Penttinen is the public health emergency response manager
at the European Centre for Disease Control and Prevention. He told reporters, “It looks like
this particular [Omicron] variant has a very concerning set of mutations especially in the
spike protein.” See this.

On 27 November the Daily Express reported, “South African scientist Tulio de Oliveira said
at a media briefing the Omicron Variant contains a collection of 50 mutations. More than 30
of these, he emphasized, are in the spike protein that interacts with human cells upon entry
[including through injection].”

ABC’s News’ spin was introduced with the pronouncement that “Experts peg Omicron as the
‘worst variant that we have come across.’” As if to address the growing constituency of
skeptics who well  understand that Junk Science is regularly deployed to generate viral
hysteria, the headline writers added, “Scientists say Omicron has 50 mutations. To put that
into perspective, the highly transmissible Delta variant has 19.”

See  the  video  of  Anthony  Fauci  on  CNN  in  a  classic  presentation  of  his  slippery
deceptiveness disguised as science.

The Omicron commentaries include a statement by Prof. Willem Hanekom. Prof. Hanekom is
a compliant alumnus of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. One of Prof. Hanekom’s
custom-made titles just happens to announce he is “co-chair of the South African COVID
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Variant Research Consortium.” See this.

This Gates-funded vaccine promoter declared,

“The variant is mostly in Gauteng province, the Johannesburg area of South Africa. But
we’ve got clues from diagnostic tests [please explain]… that suggest the variant is all
over  South  Africa  [scientific  conclusion?]…  This  is  a  unique  opportunity.  There’s  still
time for people who did not get vaccinated to go and get the vaccine, and that will
provide some protection, we believe, against this infection, especially protection against
severe infection, severe disease and death,” he said. “So I would call on people to
vaccinate if they can.” See this.

Wall Street, the Federal Reserve, BlackRock and COVID-19

It would be perfectly in character for the corrupt leadership of many Wall Street institutions
to deploy the New York Stock Exchange as a launching pad for the Omicron variant scare. As
chronicled by Pam Martens and Russ Martens in their daily missives appearing in Wall Street
on  Parade,  the  Federal  Reserve  has  blamed  many  financial  woes  for  which  it  was
responsible  on  the  Covid-19  pandemic.

Slowly, however, the credibility is breaking down of all those who justify their actions by
dependence  on  the  official  COVID  narrative.  This  narrative  initially  presented  the  rise  of
COVID-19 as the outcome of an act of God that could not have been predicted or planned
for. Thankfully this fairy tale is now being more widely exposed as the misleading myth it is. 
This  process  of  widened  critical  thinking  is  being  helped  by  the  startling  revelations
emerging from Robert F. Kennedy’s magnum opus.

In May of 2020 the Federal Reserve reported it had entered the year “in a healthy financial
condition.” This characterization covered over the fact that the Federal Reserve “for the
second time in 12 years, had to engage in trillions of dollars in Wall Street bank bailouts
after  assuring  Congress  for  years  that  the  financial  system was  fine.”  The  Fed  needed  to
adopt the narrative of the COVID pandemic as a random act of nature  “in order to cover up
its own negligent supervision of the behemoth banks.” See this.

The May 2020 article in Wall Street on Parade draws on an earlier article dated March 20.
The earlier article highlight the stock market crash where the New York Stock Exchange lost
more than a fifth of its value. The headline reads “The Fed Has Pumped $9 Trillion into Wall
Street Over the Past Six Months.” This money was secretly dispersed to big banks at near
zero interest. One of the biggest of these, JP Morgan Chase, gave Jamie Dimon, its Chairman
and CEO, a $30 million pay package after he oversaw the guilty pleas to three of four
federal felony charges against his bank. See this.

The  Federal  Reserve,  like  the  Bank  of  Canada,  operates  under  a  shroud  of  veiled
obfuscation. Especially in the era of the manufactured COVID crisis, the public is kept mostly
in the dark of how much new money is being created in the name of helping people to ride
out the COVID crisis. What is being mostly kept from public view is how much of the new
money is secretly going into slush funds, many of them to reward friends cronies for political
services rendered.

Accordingly, the claims of emergency measures are being malevolently deployed so that we
are left largely in the dark about where the new debt-laden money is going.  As the Martens
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co-authors explained on 20 March, 2020

“Since the Fed turned on its latest money spigot to Wall Street [in September of 2019],
it has refused to provide the public with the dollar amounts going to any specific banks.
This has denied the public the ability to know which financial institutions are in trouble.
The Fed, exactly as it did in 2008, has drawn a dark curtain around troubled banks and
the public’s right to know, while aiding and abetting a financial coverup of just how bad
things are on Wall Street.”

A  new  financial  crisis  broke  out  on  Wall  Street  in  September  of  2019,  months  before  the
celebrity virus began to monopolize headlines in the winter and spring of 2020. This crisis
resembled  the  first  indication  in  late  2007  that  something  was  drastically  wrong  on  Wall
Street prior to the deep stock market crash that came subsequently.

The crisis in 2007 was a freezing of credit in the so-called Repo market where big Wall
Street institutions borrow and lend money over short periods like one or two days. This
freeze in the viability of the Repo market signalled a breakdown of trust between financial
institutions.  As  I  described  it  in  August  of  2020  in  an  article  entitled,  “Lockdowns,
Coronavirus and Banks: Following the Money,”

“It was in this atmosphere that the Repo Market became problematic in December of
2007 just as it showed similar signs of breakdown in September of 2019.

In  both  instances  the  level  of  trust  between  those  in  charge  of  financial  institutions
began to falter because they all had good reason to believe that their fellow bankers
were overextended. All had reason to believe their counterparts were mired by too
much speculative activity enabled by all sorts of novel experiments including in various
forms of derivative dealing.

In December of 2007 as in the autumn of 2019, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
was forced to enter the picture to keep the financial pumps on Wall Street primed. The
New  York  Fed  kept  the  liquidity  cycles  flowing  by  invoking  its  power  to  create  new
money  with  the  interest  charged  to  tax  payers.

As the financial crisis unfolded in 2008 and 2009 the privately-owned Federal Reserve
Bank  of  New  York  stepped  forward  to  bail  out  many  financial  institutions  that  had
become insolvent  or  near  insolvent.  In  the process  precedents  and patterns  were
established that are being re-enacted with some modifications in 2020.

One of the innovations that took place in 2008 was the decision by the Federal Reserve
Bank  of  New  York  to  hire  a  large  Wall  Street  financial  institution,  BlackRock,  to
administer the bailouts. These transfers of money went through three specially created
companies called Maiden Lane. Replicas of these companies are now referred to as
Special Purpose Vehicles in the course of the payouts of 2020.”

In August of 2019 BlackRock organized a meeting of central bankers and their advisers in
Jackson Hole in Wyoming. This meeting was planned and implemented well before the Covid
crisis  reared  its  head.  In  retrospect,  the  timing  and  content  of  the  meeting  signifies  the
current  crisis  began with a  plan to  reorganize global  banking and finance,  not  attend to  a
public health problem. Pam Martens and Russ Martens introduce their article on the Jackson
Hole meeting with the headline that “BlackRock Authored the Bailout Plan Before There Was
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a [Health] Crisis.” See this.

One way to see this meeting is as an introduction to some of the core concepts of the so-
called “Great Reset” that were later promoted most zealously by the likes of Karl Schwab,
Justin Trudeau and the officers of the International Monetary Fund. The BlackRock plan was
entitled Dealing With the Next Downturn. 

The report was authored and presented at Jackson Hole by Stanley Fischer, former Governor
of the Central Bank of Israel, Philipp Hildebrande, former Chairman of the Governing Board
of the Swiss National Bank, Jean Boivin, former Deputy Governor of the Bank of Canada, and
Elga Bartsch, Economist at Morgan Stanley.

The plan called for  a further merger of  monetary policy and fiscal  policy,  in other words a
further merger of private central banks and governments. Monetary policy determines the
size of the money supply and debt rates. These powers are exercised by private central
bankers  who  were  well  represented  at  the  Jackson  Hole  event.  Fiscal  policy  involves
spending decisions and such. This area of jurisdiction is usually retained as the formal
domain  of  government  authority.  Reflecting  on  the  animosity  generated  in  2007-2010  by
the  $16  trillions  of  so-called  “bailout”  money  that  went  to  “too-big-to-fail”  financial
institutions, the bankers proposed “going direct” with government payouts of “helicopter
money” to small businesses and to members of the general public.

BlackRock Investment Institute distributed copies of Dealing With the Next Downturn to the
VIPs assembled at Jackson Hole. The subtext of the document’s title called for a transition
From Unconventional Monetary Policy to Unprecedented Policy Coordination.

One of the core themes of the essay was the importance of learning from the Bailouts of
2007-10 to keep to a minimum the public animosity against the reset being planned. The
authors wrote

There is growing political discontent across major economies – and central banks are
one of the targets. Widening inequality has fostered a backlash against elites. There are
many drivers of inequality, including at its root technology, winner-take-all dynamics
and globalisation. The global financial crisis and the resulting forced bailout of financial
institutions deemed too big too fail has added fuel to this backlash.

Not acting during the global financial crisis would have almost certainly led to a Great
Depression-like outcome – much higher unemployment and even worse inequality. Yet
that counterfactual provides no solace to those feeling left behind. And the monetary
policy tools themselves might have increased inequality – and are certainly perceived to
have done so – by pushing up the prices of assets owned by only a fraction of the
population. Governments, not central banks, are ultimately accountable for issues of
inequality and redistribution. And a greater use of fiscal policy tools is needed to offset
the impact of central bank policies on inequality, including the impact of monetary
policy. See this. 

Once the anticipated economic downturn came in 2020 BlackRock was hired by the Federal
Reserve in the US as well as by the Bank of Canada and the Swedish Riksbank. The financial
devastation was caused primarily by the ruination of many small businesses and supply
chains through the forced subversion of “lockdowns.”

https://wallstreetonparade.com/2020/06/blackrock-authored-the-bailout-plan-before-there-was-a-crisis-now-its-been-hired-by-three-central-banks-to-implement-the-plan/
https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/whitepaper/bii-macro-perspectives-august-2019.pdf
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BlackRock  took  on  government-like  powers  as  a  powerful  participant  in  several  financial
resets. Generally speaking, BlackRock was in demand to valuate and oversee the purchase
of  corporate  bonds.  Many varieties  of  corporate  bonds are  often prominently  included
among so-called Junk Bonds.

In a column originally published in the Prince George Daily News, Peter Ewart observed that
the remnants of free-market capitalism are now being eliminated altogether. As it stands
now, governments take their signals more and more from the likes of BlackRock whose
executives decide what businesses should or should not be bolstered with government
backing.  The  government  financial  favours  extended  to  the  largely  unregulated
manufacturers  of  the  COVID  injections  offer  a  telling  example  of  monopoly  capitalism  at
work.  Ewart  writes,

The situation also shows how the economic system in both Canada and the U.S. is not
classical capitalism but rather state monopoly capitalism, where giant enterprises are
regularly backstopped with public funds and the boundaries between the state and the
financial oligarchy are virtually non-existent.

Ewart cited here.

Another preparatory assembly that occurred in 2019 is Event 201. This meeting of insiders
in and around the orbits of Bill Gates, Anthony Fauci, Johns Hopkins University, and the
intelligence agencies was organized as a simulation exercise. It just happened that the
simulation exercise basically went live in the weeks ahead. The simulation turned out to be
very much like the manufactured COVID crisis that gathered momentum in winter and
spring of 2020.

Less  well  known is  the  pandemic  simulation,  Crimson Contagion,  organized by  Robert
Kadlec. Spanning a period from January to August of 2019, Kadlec invited many officials to
join in a scenario where a contagious disease spread from China to much of the rest of the
world. See this.

As Robert F. Kennedy documents, Kadlec long worked closely with Anthony Fauci who has
derived much of his budget and clout in government from his role in processes resulting in
the US design and development of bioweapons. This military research and development
often proceeds with the development of vaccines as antidotes to the illnesses caused by
bioweapons.

Kennedy’s disdain for Fauci is palpable. He writes in his new book, “Tony Fauci does not do
public health; he is a businessman, who has his office to enrich his pharmaceutical partners
and  expand  the  reach  of  influence  that  has  made  him  the  most  powerful—and
despotic—doctor  in  human  history.”

Cited here.

Another indicator of prior knowledge of the coming pandemic was evident in the actions of
many  at  the  upper  end  of  the  US  business  community.  As  reflected  in  the  surge  of  1500
resignations of prominent American CEOs, many corporate executives may have been well
aware in 2019 and that something very disruptive was being planned to begin in 2020. 
Many of the resigning executives also cashed out their stock portfolios. See this and this.

Vaccine Passports and the Growth of Tyranny

https://wallstreetonparade.com/2020/06/blackrock-authored-the-bailout-plan-before-there-was-a-crisis-now-its-been-hired-by-three-central-banks-to-implement-the-plan/
https://www.manufacturedhomepronews.com/crimson-contagion-statement-to-congress-by-robert-kadlec-md-assistant-secretary-for-preparedness-and-response/
https://www.unz.com/pescobar/fauci-as-darth-vader-of-the-covid-wars/
https://www.ft.com/content/d95e12a6-dbed-11e9-8f9b-77216ebe1f17
https://www.ccn.com/ceos-quitting-in-record-numbers-could-signal-total-stock-market-collapse/
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The engineered stock market plunge on Black Friday was part of a long saga that is coming
to constitute the most elaborate instance of  psychological  warfare ever mounted.  This
psychological warfare is inflicting enormous damage on the mental health of large swaths of
the population, but especially on children. The frequency throughout the plandemic of many
forms of child abuse, including injections and forced masking, is not be taken lightly.

This hybrid war on humanity is at once psychological, biological and financial. One aim is to
depopulate  the  planet  and  plunge  the  survivors  of  this  atrocity  into  new  forms  of
transhuman enslavement. The opening stages of this new form of enslavement involve
inserting bio-digital nanotechnology into our persons so we can be better monitored and
controlled. Looking to the future of society where much more of the work will be done by
robots, some are trying to bring humans into conformity with the rhythms and demands of
far-reaching robotization.

The current round of injections reflects a desire on the part of Bill Gates and others of his ilk
to  reconstitute  humans  as  a  new  variety  of  GMOs.  The  creation  of  genetically  modified
humans will make them more susceptible to monitoring and external manipulation through
advances in the techniques and technologies of Artificial Intelligence, AI.

The creation of so-called vaccine passports should be seen for what it portends in terms of
integrating humans more deeply into expanding networks of increasingly powerful Artificial
Intelligence.

The introduction of vaccine passports opens the door to the creation of a standardized
system of  collecting  and  instrumentalizing  data  to  increase  the  means  of  tyrannizing
humanity under private and central authority. Such a development would take the private
and central control of banks one giant step further.

See this.

The advancement of this scheme requires the collection and organization of great masses of
data  on  every  human  on  the  planet.  By  combining  financial  data,  medical  data,  human
genome data, police data, travel data, contact data, and much much more, the private
owners  of  this  hugely  valuable  information  resource  would  acquire  many  new  and
unprecedented levers of power. They would be well situated to achieve mastery over the
survivors of the depopulation scheme.

Even from the distance of their remote locations, the future masters of the world’s primary
data cache would be in a powerful position to reward us, penalize us, torture us, impoverish
us, or even shut down our lives altogether. One way of picturing their power is to imagine
the  implementation  of  a  cashless  money  transfer  system,  an  outcome  already  being
associated with the elaboration of vaccine passports. This kind of system could be deployed
to  deny  to  individuals  displaying  attributes  of  disobedience  and  non-compliance,  the
capacity to, for instance, purchase food. Humans would become subject to determinations
made on the basis of digitalized social credit scores potentially far more ruthless in their
intent than anything that now exists in China.

This  effort  to  universalize  and  standardize  a  single  worldwide  system  of  data  passports
creates in the twenty-first century a movement that draws on precedents established in the
history of banking during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. There is much potential
for continuity in the transition from control by centralized and privatized banks to full-blown

https://www.instagram.com/tv/CWybm9uohs6/
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tyranny through the provision of  private and centralized health care.  This continuity is
reflected  in  the  current  genesis  of  a  world  where  huge  masses  of  data  are  coming  to  be
seen as the new universal currency, the new gold.

It seems that those who have emerged victorious from this banking history have seized on
the exploitation of so-called public health as a new means of making themselves even richer
and  more  omnipotent.  They  are  engaged  in  removing  the  few remaining  checks  and
balances on which the fragile viability of our imperfect democracies and recognitions of
human rights  have depended.  By bringing human survivors  of  depopulation under  the
authority  of  private  and  central  systems  of  “public  health,”  the  process  continues  of
privatizing and centralizing power. The greatest mass of humanity would be placed under
the iron grip of a tiny minority.

The move to subject humans to cradle-to-grave programs of mandatory vaccines would
destroy the autonomy available to those with healthy systems of natural immunity. The
imposition of  extortion,  like  the crimes being expressed in  jobs-for-jabs  ultimatums,  is
forcing many segments of the work force towards new forms of coerced submission. The
resulting demoralization of  many is  one of  many factors pushing skyrocketing rates of
suicide, domestic violence and addictions.

New forms of oppression are coming into existence by treating immunity to disease into a
commodity. Our oppressors are implicitly telling us that this commercialized immunity is
henceforth to derive exclusively from the spout of injected needles. The cost of industrially
narrowing the spectrum and vitality of natural immunity comes at a very high human price.
Natural  immunity  would  be  destroyed  from  endless  rounds  of  required  vaccines  as
administered through the control device of so-called vaccine passports.

Fingers Crossed

Quite clearly stock markets have long since ceased to be some sort  of  self-sustaining
instrument of  free market capitalism. Stock markets,  like the economic structures that
contain  them,  are  notoriously  subject  to  manipulation  by  those  that  control  large
concentrations of wealth.

Indeed, in the fast-moving course of the gruesome COVID Reset, the extent of the power
invested in private central  bankers is  being illustrated with greater clarity every day.  
Governments of first world countries are going the way of third world countries. Canada, the
United States, UK and Europe increasingly face the same kind of unscrupulous creditors’
tactics described by John Perkins in Confessions of an Economic Hit Man. See this.

Throughout the world our governments are falling more deeply under the self-interested
sway of private central bankers. These private central bankers are more than happy to use
their ill-gotten powers over the creation of money to facilitate the fast growth of national
debts.  These  national  debts  are  of  course  payable  with  compound  interest  charged
ultimately to increasingly rare middle class taxpayers. Such taxpayers generally lack the
access that rich people enjoy to tax havens and high end accountants.

As governments fall more deeply under the control of the private central bankers whose
core institution is the Swiss-based Bank of International Settlements, they become more and
more subject to external control over what they can and cannot do in the name of their
citizens. Everywhere this process is unfolding it is average citizens who are losing out as the

https://www.amazon.com/Confessions-Economic-Hit-John-Perkins/dp/1576753018/
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bankers gain more and more new ground. Thus it is that the little that remains of free
market capitalism is diminishing every day along with the dwindling middle class.

Given this background it is not a stretch to posit that the New York Stock Exchange runs
largely as a scripted spectacle serving the interests of wealth and power. The stock market
crash of Black Friday supposedly on account of Omicron hysteria was quite likely a classic
display of show biz razzle dazzle meant to keep in business the COVID machinery of fear
mongering.

The Wall Street leviathan, BlackRock is a proxy of the money-creating Federal Reserve and
a go-between with the US Treasury branch. BlackRock is also a major facilitator of Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau’s wish to run up the national debt as quickly as possible as he rushes
towards the phantom oasis of the Great Reset.

BlackRock’s silent partner is Vanguard. Together these monopolistic enterprises have a
significant stake in almost every major company on earth. BlackRock emerged from the Wall
Street  giant,  Blackstone,  the firm that  financed much of  Lucky Larry Silverstein’s  lucrative
bets that reaped for him huge insurance payoffs from the events of 9/11. See this.

Meanwhile many small  investors were left  sitting in front of  their  TVs on Black Friday
wondering what to make of the banner headline proclaiming, “Stocks Sink Amid Fears of
New South African Covid Variant.”

How would this statement affect the modest retirement savings of TV viewers feeling cast
adrift by this news that a new wave of COVID pandemonium might be on its way from
Africa?

Those  tuned  in  to  Yahoo  finance  commentator,  Simeon  Hyman,  might  have  found  some
assurance in his advice. Hyman began his commentary by advising his viewers that in spite
of the dip in stock prices, he would stick with investments in corporate shares, equities,
rather than purchase government bonds.

Hyman continued, “You have to look to the equity market and you just have to cross your
fingers and hope that this variant isn’t another wave.” Perhaps crossing one’s fingers as an
investment strategy makes about as much sense as heralding a new Omicron variant said to
host a big bundle of mutations.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.

Dr. Hall is editor in chief of the American Herald Tribune. He is currently Professor of
Globalization Studies at University of Lethbridge in Alberta Canada. He has been a teacher
in the Canadian university system since 1982. Dr. Hall, has recently finished a big two-
volume publishing project at McGill-Queen’s University Press entitled “The Bowl with One
Spoon”.

He is a frequent contributor to Global Research.
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